ABSTRACT As compressed videos are transmitted in the communication networks, video packet loss inevitably occurs. This problem can be solved by error concealment method. We used the motion vector of the available neighboring blocks to estimate the lost motion vector for the lost block. These estimates propagate to predict all other missing motion vectors. We further improved the work by using the idea of the motion vector disparities between neighboring available blocks to modify the motion vector weightings. Furthermore, the differences between the compensated pixels and the decoded pixels in the neighboring blocks are computed for another weighting for improvement. These two novelties are combined as a final indicator to prediction weightings. By comparison against the state-of-the-art method, the four proposed algorithms increase the average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) by up to 1.86, 1.93, 1.94, and 2.04 dB on average, showing the gradual improvement of our design systems. For other video quality measurements, the average gains of the proposed work against the state-of-the-art work can be up to 0.0575 in structural similarity index metric (SSIM), −0.0278 in video quality metric (VQM) (the lower the better), −0.0008 in motion-based video integrity evaluation (MOVIE) (the lower the better), and 2.77 in subjective evaluation. The proposed work performs slightly worse than a pixel-based state-of-the-art method in PSNR and SSIM but performs better in VQM and MOVIE (both correlate better with human perception) and subjective experiments, with much lower computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video compression algorithms, such as MPEG-1 [1] , MPEG-2 [2] , H.263 [3] and H.264 [4] , are important in the digital era. Among which, H.264 is widely used in video communication due to its good compression rate [5] . H.264 increases coding-efficiency with new modules, such as multiple reference frame. It also has flexible block sizes from 16×16, to 8× 4, to 4×4 and so on in variety of ways, giving more flexibilities for application. Video packet loss may occur during communication. Therefore it is important to develop a video packet recovery algorithm for the end user to watch the video with decent experience during the worse condition of the communication channel. Redundant slices and flexible macroblock ordering are errorresilient mechanisms for H.264 encoder. For the decoder part, error concealment technique is popular to recover the lost packets. Error concealment methods had been discussed in many literatures. Boundary matching algorithm to estimate the lost motion vectors is developed in [6] . In [7] , edges in the missing blocks are estimated. Optical flow method is utilized in [8] and [9] to recover the lost pixels. The work in [10] minimized a joint spatial-temporal cost function for the lost motion vector. The work in [11] predicted the missing motion vectors from the available motion vectors. Statistical methods such as B-spline modeling, autoregressive models and Bayesian methods are developed for the error concealment algorithms in [12] - [14] , respectively. Recursive algorithm is designed for the motion vector estimation in [15] . Multiple error concealment methods are combined in a single method by switching and blending which are proposed in [16] - [18] . Motion vector extrapolation was first proposed in [19] , which is extended in [20] for better performances. In [21] , a hybrid method is proposed by re-weighting the extrapolated motion vectors with available neighboring information. The work in [22] used coding residuals in surrounding blocks as the reliability index to assist the recovery of the lost motion vectors. In [23] , the coding partition information in the previous frame were used to group the motion vectors of possible objects in the lost blocks. Liu et al. [24] presented a sequential pixel recovery method with adaptive linear predictor by using Bayesian information and spatially neighboring available pixels. In [25] , an error concealment method based on adaptive dual dictionary learning and regularization was proposed, with the uses of the sparsity of the observed space and the latent space. Akbari et al. [26] used wavelet decomposition and sparse optimization framework to recover the lost pixels. However in the proposed work, to save the computational complexity, we develop a low-complexity motion vector recovery method that is based on neither other coding parameters as in [22] and [23] , nor pixel domain recovery with complicated optimization algorithm as in [24] - [26] ; our efficient structure only uses the neighboring motion vectors to estimate the lost motion vector.
To be specific, the proposed work is categorized as the motion-compensation-based error concealment method, since the work aims to estimate the motion vectors for the lost 4×4 blocks, and the estimated motion vectors are used to take the pixels in the reference frame. Therefore we analyze recent works falling into this category of motion-compensationbased error concealment method, such as [21] - [23] . The works in [21] - [23] require the additional information from previous frame, additional computation for processing, and additional memory for storage. To elaborate, for additional information, the works [21] - [23] need motion vectors of previous frame to perform motion vector extrapolation to assist the estimation of the current lost motion vectors; the works in [22] and [23] further require additional residual information and partition information respectively. For required additional computation for information from previous frame, the works [21] - [23] need to perform additional motion vector extrapolation, and evaluate the overlapped area to estimate the extrapolated motion vectors. For required additional memory for information from previous frame, the works [21] - [23] need to store additional M × N (number of blocks in a frame) extrapolated motion vectors or extrapolated partition information. Therefore, the works [21] - [23] consume too much resources.
In the proposed work, we aim to develop a low-cost motion-compensation-based error concealment method. The proposed work only requires motion vectors in surrounding blocks of the lost block in current frame (which are also used in [21] - [23] ). What is more, for the proposed work, there are no requirements for additional computation for information from previous frame and additional memory for information from previous frame. Therefore the proposed work is much more efficient and low-cost than the state-of-the-art works [21]- [23] .
As for the compared method in the experimental section, for fairness, we mainly compare with the work in [21] (and not [22] and [23] since they are too much ''expensive'' as discussed) since it uses the closest level of computational resources (information, complexity and storage) as our design. (In fact, the requirements for computational resources (information, complexity and storage) for [21] are still much higher than the proposed work.)
In our prior work [27] , we improved the work in [21] . In the proposed work, we aim to further improve our prior work in [27] to have even better performance than the work in [21] . The novelties of our work are as follows:
1. We modify the scheme in the state-of-the-art method [21] that uses the farther available neighboring motion vectors without reusing the estimates, into the scheme that uses the closer available neighboring motion vectors with estimation propagation. This idea and initial results had been presented in our prior work in a conference paper in [27] . Illustration of the method in [21] . Each block has size 4×4, and gray area is the lost 16×16 MB. The white area is available blocks.
6. Compared with a state-of-the-art pixel-based method [24] , the proposed method performs better in terms of VQM, MOVIE (both relate better with human perception) and subjective experiments, with much lower computational complexity, even though our PSNR and SSIM are slightly worse. The paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses the state-of-the-art method in [21] , and our proposed extension using motion vector estimation propagation (which is proposed in our prior work in [27] ). Section 3 develops an improved weighting method by using motion vector disparities in the neighboring available blocks. Section 4 uses the motion-compensated differences as new weightings to our algorithm. Section 5 combines the previous two novelties into a final weighting for the motion vector estimation with propagation. Section 6 demonstrates the experimental results. Section 7 is the conclusion of this paper.
II. PROPOSED MOTION VECTOR ESTIMATION PROPAGATION METHOD
In this section, we introduced the method in the state-of-theart work [21] as the basis of the proposed work. We then develop an algorithm of the proposed motion vector estimation propagation. Parts of the descriptions in this section are taken from our prior work in [27] .
In [21] , for each lost 4×4 block, the method uses 4 nearest EMV (extrapolated motive vector) and 4 nearest MVs in top, bottom, left, and right available 16×16 MB. As shown in fig. 1 for example, the (3,3) block is a lost block to be estimated with the motion information from top, bottom, left, and right closest available blocks. The distance between the lost block and the available block is important. However, as the distance becomes larger (for this example the distance can be up to 2 blocks away, and 3 for the maximum), the correlation becomes smaller, which affects the performance of error concealment. We aim to change the procedure of error concealment to avoid this problem.
In this section, we proposed the novel motion vector estimation propagation method. The illustration is shown in fig. 2 . For a lost 16×16 MB (Macroblock) in a frame, it has available 16×16 MB neighbors in top, bottom, left and right locations. The available motion vectors in the neighboring MBs are used for the recovery of the motion vectors in the lost MB. The number of 4×4 blocks in a lost 16×16 MB is 16, whose indexes are shown in fig. 2 . To recover the lost motion vectors for each 4×4 block, we start from the most top-left 4×4 block (1,1). It has top and left available neighbor block A and block P, and their motion vectors MV A = (MVX A , MVY A ) and MV P = (MVX P , MVY P ), thus their average is computed as the estimated motion vectors of block (1,1):
For (1,2) block, it has a top neighboring motion vector of block B, and the left estimated motion vectors of block (1,1). Their average is computed as the estimated motion vectors of block (1,2):
Note that this is where the ''propagation'' comes in when later estimation uses previous estimation. Similarly the procedure is performed for block (2,1), which has a left neighboring motion vector of block O, and the top estimated motion vectors of block (1,1). Their average is computed as the estimated motion vectors of block (2,1):
For the lost block (2,2), it has the top estimated motion vectors of block (1, 2) , and the left estimated motion vectors of block (2,1). The average of them is the estimated motion vectors of block (2,2):
As can be seen, these procedures propagate the estimated from the corner block which has the most number of available neighboring motion vector (2 available neighbors for (1,1) in this case), to the more center block which has the least number of available neighboring motion vector (0 available neighbors for (2,2) in this case); this processing order is due to the fact that the estimate with more available neighbors is more reliable to start with. As the estimate motion vectors propagate, the more center block has estimated neighboring motion vectors to use for its recovery of motion vectors. Above procedure starts from the top-left corner 4×4 block (1, 1) , and the estimate propagation is not suggested to go farther than (2,2) since the estimation error may accumulate with more propagation. Therefore we start over the similar procedure with the top-right 4×4 block (1, 4) , propagating the estimates (with the similar computations) to the more center block (2, 3) . Similarly, we start the estimate propagation from the bottom-left corner 4×4 block (4,1) to the more center block (3, 2) , and from the bottom-right corner 4×4 block (4, 4) to the more center block (3, 3) . The method designed in this section is denoted as Proposed.
III. WEIGHTING USING DISPARITY OF THE MOTION VECTORS IN THE NEIGHBORING AVAILABLE BLOCKS
As discussed in the previous section, the prior work in [27] designed a motion vector estimation propagation algorithm that directly uses the neighboring available motion vectors as predictors with simple average. In this section, we aim to use the disparities of neighboring motion vectors in different directions for different weights.
The design idea is as follows. For the horizontal neighboring motion vectors, if their ''directions'' (to be defined later) vary a lot, it is likely that they are less reliable to prediction, thus their weights should be low in the estimation. Similarly, if the ''directions'' for the vertical neighboring motion vectors have higher variation, less weights should be put on them for estimation. This is the basic idea for the design. To put into practice, we first define ''direction'' of a motion vector (MVX, MVY) of a neighboring block by their arctangent: tan −1 MVY MVX ; this is usually a measurement for the angle of a set of two dimensional vector (MVX, MVY).
To start the algorithm, we take fig. 2 as illustration. As demonstrated in the previous section, we start from the left-top of the missing macroblock. Specifically, we start from the missing block (1,1) whose immediate vertical neighbor is block A on top and the immediate horizontal neighbor is block P on the left. Note that in the estimation in the prior work in [27] , the estimated motion vector of (1,1) is the direct and simple average of the motion vectors MV A and MV P of the neighbors:
For the extended method, we used the directional disparity to improve the simple weighting. 
As mentioned, large disparity in horizontal direction (DD AB in this case) means the motion vectors in horizontal direction is inconsistent and thus unreliable, therefore the motion vectors MV P = (MVX P , MVY P ) from block P (the horizontal (left) to the (1,1)) should receive less weights in prediction, and the motion vectors MV A = (MVX A , MVY A ) from block A (the vertical (top) to the (1,1)) should receive higher weights. To sum up, larger DD AB means higher weights for MV A , so the MV A is weighted by DD AB as DD AB ×MV A . Similarly, if the disparity in vertical direction (DD PO in this case) is larger, it means the motion vectors in vertical direction in this neighborhood are inconsistent and should have lower weights. Therefore the motion vectors from block A (the vertical neighbor of (1,1)) should weight lower and the block P (the horizontal neighbor of (1,1)) should weight higher in prediction. Thus larger DD PO means higher weights for MV P , and the MV P is weighted by DD PO as DD PO × MV P . The two weighting contributions are combined as follows to be the estimate of MV (1, 1) :
After normalization, the estimate MV (1, 1) is formulated as (1, 2) , the immediate top neighbor MV B is weighted by DD BC by the same logic. And as in the prior work in [27] , the estimate of the immediate left neighbor MV (1, 1) is used for the estimation propagation, which is now to be weighted by DD PO by the same idea described previously. Thus the normalized weighted estimate of MV (1, 2) is w_v_DD (1,2) ×MV B + w_h_DD (1, 2) ×MV (1,1) ) (10) where w_v_DD ( (2, 1) , the immediate top and left neighbors are MV (1, 1) and MV O , so the estimation of MV (2, 1) is modified by DD AB and DD ON as:
where w_v_DD ( . Finally, the immediate neighbors of MV (2, 2) are MV (1, 2) and MV (2, 1) , therefore the estimation is weighted by DD BC and DD ON : (2, 1) ) (12) where w_v_DD ( . Above procedure is performed for the top-left 4 missing blocks, and for the rest of top-right, left-bottom and right bottom blocks, the procedure is similar and can be easily extended. This algorithm is denoted as Porposed_MVD, proposed motion-vector disparity method.
IV. WEIGHTING USING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PIXELS IN THE NEIGHBORING BLOCKS AND THEIR MOTION-COMPENSATED BLOCKS
In the previous section, the motion vector disparity in neighboring blocks is used to modify the prediction weighting in section 2. In this section, we further proposed to improve the weighting by using the idea of pixel differences between the decoded pixels and the motion-compensated pixels of the neighboring available blocks.
As we know, the motion vectors mainly are used in the decoder to recover the decoded pixel. Take block A (of size 4×4) in fig. 2 for example, its motion vector MV A = (MVX A , MVY A ) is first used to produce the motioncompensated pixels by copying the 4×4 pixels with the displacement of MV A = (MVX A , MVY A ) from its location in the reference frame. The motion-compensated 4×4 pixels are denoted by MC (A(x, y) , MV A ), where A(x, y) is the 4×4 location of the block A. This motion-compensated 4×4 pixels are added with some coding information in the bitstream to become the true decoded pixel of 4×4 pixels in block A, denoted as DP (A(x, y) ). We can infer that if the contents of 4×4 MC (A(x, y) , MV A ) and 4×4 DP (A(x, y) ) differ a lot, it means the motion vector is not a good predictor. This is the design idea for the algorithm in this section.
To measure the ''difference'' between 4×4 MC(A(x, y), MV A ) and 4×4 DP (A(x, y) ) of block A, we use the sum of the absolute difference between them, defined as D A :
Therefore, if the value of D A is large, the MV A is not a good predictor, and if D A is small, the MV A is a good predictor. This is to be used for the algorithm design. In fig. 2 , to start again with the top-left 4 blocks, the block (1,1) is first processed. The two closest available neighbors of it is block A and block P. We compute the differences D A and D P using the above procedure, respectively. As discussed, higher D means lower predictability, therefore if D A is larger, the predictability of MV A is lower, which means the predictability of MV P is larger; this means the MV P is weighted by D A as D A × MV P . And similarly the MV A is weighted by D P as D P × MV A . The contribution of the two neighbors are combined as the initial motion vector estimation MV (1, 1) :
With the normalization process, the estimation is modified as follows
where w_v_D ( 
With the same procedure, the estimation of motion vector in the block (1,2) is:
. For the block (2,1), the estimation is
where w_v_D (1, 1) 
. And finally, the motion vector for block (2,2) is MV (2,2) = (w_v_D (2, 2) × MV (1, 2) + w_h_D (2, 2) ×MV (2, 1) ) (18) where w_v_D (2, 2) 
. This idea can be easily extended to the rest of top-right, bottomleft and bottom right corner of the missing macroblocks. This method is denoted as Proposed_MCD, the proposed motioncompensation difference. [21] , denoted by Gain1, Gain2, Gain3 and Gain4. Gain5 is the gain of Proposed_MVD_MCD over [24] .
V. COMBINATION OF THE TWO PROPOSED WEIGHTINGS INTO THE PROPOSED ESTIMATION PROPAGATION SCHEME
In section 3 and section 4, different ideas of changing the weightings of the algorithm in section 2 are proposed. In this section, these two types of weightings are combined to further improve the performance.
For the purpose of illustration, the block (1,1) is taken for example, whose closest available neighbors are block A and block P with motion vector MV A and MV P , respectively. [21] , denoted by Gain1, Gain2, Gain3 and Gain4. Gain5 is the gain of Proposed_MVD_MCD over [24] .
In section 3 as shown in eq (9), the motion vectors are weighted by w_v_DD (1, 1) and w_h_DD (1, 1) , and in section 4 as shown in eq (15), the motion vectors are weighted by w_v_D (1, 1) and w_h_D (1, 1) . To combine these two weightings to consider two effects at the same time, they are directly multiplied to weight corresponding motion vectors MV (1,1) = (w_v_DD (1, 1) × w_v_D (1, 1) ) × MV A + (w_h_DD (1,1) × w_h_D (1,1) ) × MV P (19) To normalize the weightings, the formula is modified as follows:
where w_v (1, 1) = w_v_DD (1, 1) × w_v_D (1, 1) w_v_DD (1,1) ×w_v_D (1,1) +w_h_DD (1,1) ×w_h_D (1,1) , [21] , denoted by Gain1, Gain2, Gain3 and Gain4. Gain5 is the gain of Proposed_MVD_MCD over [24] .
and w_h (1, 1) = w_h_DD (1, 1) ×w_h_D (1,1) w_v_DD (1, 1) ×w_v_D (1, 1) + w_h_DD (1, 1) ×w_h_D (1, 1) The combination procedure of the two types of weighting for the rest of missing blocks are similar and can be extended easily. We defined this method as Proposed_MVD_MCD.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the state-of-the-art method in [21] , against the Proposed method in section 2 (also as VOLUME 6, 2018 TABLE 4. The MOVIE comparisons of the error-concealed videos for different methods. It shows the Proposed method, Proposed_MVD, Proposed_MCD, and Proposed_MVD_MCD, and their performance gains against the state-of-the-art [21] , denoted by Gain1, Gain2, Gain3 and Gain4. Gain5 is the gain of Proposed_MVD_MCD over [24] .
TABLE 5.
The average subjective score (each is average over 50 subjects) comparisons of the error-concealed videos for different methods. It shows the Proposed_MVD_MCD and its performance gains against the state-of-the-art [21] , denoted by Gain1. Gain2 is the gain of Proposed_MVD_MCD over [24] .
our prior work in [27] , Proposed_MVD in section 3, Proposed_MCD in section 4, and Proposed_MVD_MCD in section 5. The Proposed_MVD_MCD is also used to compare a recent pixel-based error concealment method in [24] ; the codes are provided by the authors and available in [28] . We used video encoder H.264 (JM 18.0). The PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio in dB) is computed for the recovered video for each method (higher PSNR, better recovered quality). The PSNR comparison is shown in table 1. As can be seen in table 1 for QP=20, the Proposed is constantly better than the work in the state-ofthe-art [21] ; the Gain1 are all positive for all 7 videos and had an average gain of 1.86 dB. To extend this work by Proposed_MVD, the gain compared with [21] improved to 1.93 dB on average. For the work Proposed_MCD, the average gain against [21] can be up to 1.94 dB. Finally the combined method Proposed_MVD_MCD is better than [21] by 2.04 dB on average. As can be seen, the improvement grows from the Proposed toProposed_MVD_MCD, indicating the effective and positive construction of the algorithms. For the QP=22, the trends are similar. All the four proposed method are better than [21] in every video, and the average gain are 1.79 dB, 1.86 dB, 1.83 dB and 1.93 dB respectively. It can be seen that both Proposed_MVD andProposed_MCD improved from the Proposed, and the final combination Proposed_MVD_MCD improved the most. The rest of the comparisons showed the same performance trends. The comparisons of QP=24 are shown, which show similar results that the 4 proposed algorithms (Proposed, Proposed_MVD, Proposed_MCD and Proposed_MVD_MCD) outperforms [21] in all cases by 1.76 dB, 1.85 dB, 1.79 dB and 1.91 dB on average. For QP=26, the gains on average are 1.76 dB, 1.83 dB, 1.78 dB and 1.86 dB. For QP=28, the average gains are 1.58 dB, 1.66 dB, 1.61 dB and 1.70 dB. For QP=30, the average gains are 1.47 dB, 1.53 dB, 1.49 dB and 1.56 dB. Finally for QP=32, the gains are 1.3 dB, 1.35 dB, 1.30 dB and 1.37 dB. These results indicate that the Proposed (as our prior work in [27] ) can perform better than the state-of-the-art [21] , and the Proposed_MVD and Proposed_MCD proposed in this paper can further improve the performance of Proposed. Finally the proposed combination of Proposed_MVD_MCD reaches the largest performance gain against the state-of-theart [21] . To compared with the pixel-based error concealment method in [24] , on average, the proposed work is slightly worse by 0.54 dB to 0.76 dB. Table 2 shows that the comparisons in SSIM (Structural Similarity Index Metric) [29] , which is typically between 0 and 1, and higher SSIM means better quality. As shown, all the average gains of the proposed methods against the state-of-the-art [21] in different QPs are positive, meaning better quality in SSIM. Again, the Proposed_MVD_MCD has the best gain among all the proposed works for almost all the QPs; the gain is 0.0499 for QP=20, 0.0459 for QP=22, 0.0466 for QP=24, 0.0439 for QP=28, 0.0405 for QP=30, and 0.0368 for QP=32. For QP=26, Proposed_MCD is the best with gain 0.0575. The Proposed_MVD_MCD is slightly worse than the pixel-based error concealment FIGURE 4. Visual comparisons among the work in [21] , [24] , and Proposed_MVD_MCD for crew with QP=26.
method in [24] in SSIM by 0.0021 to 0.0057 on average.
In table 3, VQM (Video Quality Metric) [30] score is compared. Lower VQM means better spatial and temporal quality of the tested video (VQM=0 is the best quality), therefore if the gain is negative, the proposed work is visually better than the state-of-the-art [21] in VQM. Again, the average VQM gains are all negative for all QPs, meaning that the proposed results are visually better in VQM compared with the state-of-the-art [21] . For VQM, the Proposed_MVD_MCD is always the best among the proposed methods with average gains −0.0278 for QP=20, −0.0223 for QP=22, −0.0247 for QP=24, −0.0271 for QP=26, −0.0249 for QP=28, −0.0221 for QP=30, and −0.0198 for QP=32. The Proposed_MVD_MCD is on average better than the pixel-based error concealment method in [24] by 0.1056 to 0.1578 in VQM.
MOVIE (MOtion-based Video Integrity Evaluation) [31] measurement comparison is performed in table 4. Lower MOVIE score indicates better motion integrity of the tested video. Therefore negative gains mean better video quality in MOVIE measurements. Similarly, all the proposed works are better than the state-of-the-art [21] in MOVIE since their average gains are all negative for all QPs; the gains range from −0.0006 to −0.0008. The Proposed_MVD_MCD outperforms the pixel-based error concealment method in [24] by 0.0014 to 0.0020 on average in MOVIE. Table 5 shows the subjective experiment results. Here we only use the final version of the proposed work Proposed_MVD_MCD to compare with the state-of-theart work [21] and the recent pixel-based error concealment method in [24] . For each video under each QP, the resulting 3 videos from the 3 methods are shown to the subject. The rating system is for the subject to rate the videos with scores from 0 to 100, where 0 means the worst quality and 100 means the best quality. The subject can watch the videos for more than once and can refine the rating. The subject gave the final score to each of the 3 videos. One subject is responsible to evaluate all comparison videos for all the videos under all QPs. The subjective experiment is performed for 50 subjects, and each subject went through the above rating procedure. Each score in the table 5 is the average of the 50 scores from the 50 subjects for a specific video under a specific QP. As can be seen, even though there are negative gains of Proposed_MVD_MCD from [21] in some videos in some QPs, the average gains for all videos in specific QPs are positive for all QPs, raning from 1.17 to 2.77. Also, compared with [24] , the average gains of Proposed_MVD_MCD range from 1.53 to 6.3. This is also consistent with the VQM and MOVIE results which indicate that the Proposed_MVD_MCD provides better video quality. This shows that the proposed work produces better video quality evaluated by human observers.
For visual demonstration of [21] , [24] , and the proposed Proposed_MVD_MCD, example error-concealed frames by the methods are shown in fig. 3 and fig. 4 . In fig. 3 , the quality of the proposed Proposed_MVD_MCD is obviously better than [21] . And even though the frame PSNR and SSIM of [24] are better, the error-concealed areas by [24] are mostly blurred (due to the fact that the missing area is difficult to be estimated by the neighboring pixels when the missing area contains high frequency components), whereas those by the proposed Proposed_MVD_MCD are not, as shown in the red-circle areas. This situation persists in the next frame 105. The blurriness artifacts draws attentions of human observers and therefore the subjective scores of [24] is lower. Similar situation can be observed in fig. 4 . The proposed Proposed_MVD_MCD is better than [21] . The proposed Proposed_MVD_MCD is visually better than [24] as shown in the red-circle areas. The visual results are consistent with the previous measurements of VQM, MOVIE (both correlate with human perceptions) and subjective experiments.
For complexity, with the PC using Intel Core i5-3230M 2.60GHz, RAM 8.00GB, the average excecution time of frame recovcery for each compared methods are in table 6. As can be seen, the complexity of the proposed work Proposed_MVD_MCD is similar to the one of [21] , but is only about 0.7% of that of the pixel-based work [24] ; the high complexity of the pixel-based error concealment methods is discussed in the introduction and also in [24] . This shows the efficiency of the proposed work.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a new algorithm to solve packet loss problem in H.264. We used motion vector estimation method. From each corner of the lost MB, the motion vectors are estimated by the immediately available neighbors. And the estimates are further used to predict the motion vectors of the next missing block. Compared with the state-of-the-art method, we outperform by up to 1.86 dB on average. This work is improved by our design of estimation weightings with motion vector disparity and the motion-compensated differences; the improvement gains on average are up to 1.93 dB and 1.94 dB, respectively compared with the stateof-the-art method. These two mechanisms are combined and show the further improvement on the state-of-the-art method by up to 2.04 dB. The comparisons are also made in other video quality metrics; on average, the proposed work is better than the state-of-the-art method by up to 0.0575 in SSIM, −0.0278 in VQM (the lower the better), -0.0008 in MOVIE (the lower the better), and 2.77 in subjective evaluation. Compared to a state-of-the-art pixel-based method, the proposed method performs slightly worse in terms of PSNR and SSIM, but better in terms of VQM, MOVIE (both relate better with human perception) and subjective experiments, with much lower computational complexity. YU-LIANG CHIANG is currently pursuing the B.S. degree with the Department of Electronic Engineering, Chung Yuan Christian University, Taoyuan, Taiwan. His research interests are image processing and video compression. VOLUME 6, 2018 
